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PRSSA places second in national competition
BY MATTHEW BECKMAN
Multimedia Editor

“Bite Me If You Can” sounds
a lot like a taunt, but when a
small school like MSUM beats
out Pennsylvania State University
in a nationwide public relations
competition perhaps it’s earned.
The MSUM chapter of Public
Relations Student Society of
America
recently
received
second place in the the PRSSA’s
nationwide contest, getting edged
out by Louisiana State University,
but beating Pennsylvania State
University.
The goal of the competition was
to publicize the CW Network’s
second season of the “The Vampire
Diaries.”
Onsoo Kim, MSUM’s PRSSA
vice president heard of the contest
and was immediately interested in
the idea, but didn’t recieve as much
enthusiasm from other members of
PRSSA.
C.T. Hanson, the adviser of the
MSUM chapter of PRSSA, saw
the lack of interest and also knew
of Kim’s excitement, and let Kim
run with the idea, giving him help
when he needed it.
“I’m glad I left the door open for
it,” Hanson said.
“Our chapter worried about our
awareness on campus,” Kim said.
“I thought, ‘Why can’t we just do
it?’”
Kim convinced his fellow
PRSSA members to help, along
with the After Dark Street Team,
which he is also in charge of.
Kim and his teams researched
what activities students would

Mark Dayton - Democrat (47%)
Tom Emmer - Republican (39%)
Tom Horner - Independent (12%)

Hot Heads undergoes changes
Provides
students with
more than just
haircuts
pg. 8

“Tha Lair” gives students voice
Sports talk
show spices up
Dragon Radio
pg. 10

Edna’s office
hours start strong
BY STEPHANIE ENTINGER
Staff Writer

Chris Franz / Photo Editor

Junior Lacey Nygard, MSUM’s PRSSA chapter president, starts the weekly meeting on Tuesday afternoon.

be interested in attending, along
with conducting focus groups.
The theme “Bite Me If You Can”
was chosen as a play on the 2002
Steven Spielberg film, “Catch
Me If You Can,” giving it a fun
vampire twist. Kim also found out
Nemzek was hosting a blood drive,
and with a vampire-themed show
to promote, it was natural fit.
During the weeks of promotion,
a promo table was set up in the
CMU, along with a window display
in the same building containing live
people. Kim thought of his idea
when he realized many students
just walk by, and wouldn’t expect
a living person to be inside.
With a bit of make-up and some

reluctance, the After Dark team
became vampire look-a-likes and
stationed themselves to scare
passing students.
Kim used the offer of a vampire
dress up contest with a monetary
reward, along with a dance at the
CMU’s Underground to attract
students.
Efforts paid off as the event
attracted over 300 people, and the
MSUM PRSSA club was honored
in Washington, D.C. on Oct.
15, winning second place in the
national competition.
“It shows you can be from a
small school and still have success,”
Hanson said. “Just because we live
in a small market doesn’t mean we

can’t be big players.”
“My goal is to win,” Kim said.
Despite not winning first place,
Kim was still pleased overall with
the event and reception.
“It was quite a challenge
because of culture here,” Kim
said. He found out from follow-up
evaluations that some people did
not come because the event was
centered around vampires.
The team was still pleased with
their place, and hopes to improve
and win in the upcoming Bateman
Case Study Competition, another
PRSSA national competition.
Beckman can be reached at
beckmanma@mnstate.edu

Democrats lose seats, Republican momentum strong
Minnesota Governor

Vol. 40 Issue 10

Minn. House District 7

North Dakota Senate

N.D. House of Reps

Collin Peterson - Democrat (55%) John Hoeven - Republican (77%) Rick Berg - Republican (55%)
Lee Byberg - Republican (39%) Tracy Potter - Democrat (21%) Earl Pomeroy - Democrat (45%)
Results taken from New York Times
Keith Hanson - Ind. (2%)

President Szymanski opens her
office up to concerned students
once a month. Students are
welcome to meet with her during
those hours to give suggestions
and ask questions.
“I wanted a way for students to
come to me,” Szymanski said. “I
try to listen to students which is
difficult because I am so busy.”
A number of students go each
month to the president’s office.
Some people come in small
groups, others come alone. These
students share what they feel
is going well with campus, ask
questions and voice concerns and
propositions for Szymanski to
consider.
“Some of the students ask
questions because they couldn’t
find the information on the
website,” Szymanski said.
A group of students who
are also mothers or pregnant
proposed making campus more
friendly to expecting mothers.
“We talked about lactation
rooms because several women
come in here (the Women’s
Center) and use a more quiet
space for lactation. We were
talking about available spaces on
campus,” said Jennifer Seviour.
“I thought (Szymanski) was very
open about that.”
While remaining open to
new ideas, Szymanski said that
this is not the place to appeal
an academic ruling or parking
tickets. Students who to do this
need to go through the correct
procedures.
Szymanski plans to continue
having open office hours once a
month. Students will generally
be notified one week in advance
through e-mail listservs.
Entinger can be reached at
entingst@mnstate.edu

State maps show
results as of
Tuesday at
midnight.

Image shows N.D. Senate outcomes

Image shows Minn. Governor outcomes
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ampus
alendar

11.4-11.10

11.4 2-3p.m. Adviser Kick-Off CMU
6:30-9:30p.m. Cinethusiast
Meeting KH 110
7-11p.m. Ping Pong League
Night
7:30-8:30 p.m. Office Fan Club
11.5 8:30-10a.m. Fire Up Friday
OW 201
9p.m.-Midnight Friday Nights
CMU
11.6 8a.m.-5p.m. Film Studies
Shoot WE 106
6-9p.m. Japan Night CMU
11.7 2-3p.m. Space Dreams:
Humanity’s Eternal Quest BR
167
4-8p.m. Admissions Calling
Nights
11.8 9:30-11:30a.m. World of
Change LO 93
2:30-3:30p.m. World of
Change KH218
7-11p.m. Pool League Night
7-8p.m. Space Dreams:
Humanity’s Eternal Quest
11.9 8a.m.-4p.m. Maxient Training
LO 90
12:30-5p.m. CST- Strength
Based Leadership SL 118
11.10 5-6:30p.m. Resumes and
Graduate School MA 168
7-10p.m. Mr. & Mrs. MSUM
CMU

Advocate

National
Briefs
Bush: Kanye
Criticism Was
‘Lowest Point’
In an excerpt from Matt
Lauer’s pretaped interview
that will air on Monday,
Bush said among the most
“disgusting” moments of his
presidency was when rapper
Kanye West said the former
president “did not care about
black people.”
“I resent it, it’s not true,
and it was one of the most
disgusting moments of my
presidency,” Bush said.
In his upcoming memoir,
“Decision Points,” Bush
writes that he can’t think
of that moment – only days
after hundreds of New
Orleans residents died in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina –
“without feeling disgust” and
it outranks all the criticism
people levied against him
about his financial policies
or even the Iraq War.
After pressing by Lauer,
Bush agreed “the misery in
Louisiana affected me deeply
as well.”
According to NBC, Bush
also reveals White House
bio-detectors indicated a
potential botulism attack, and
officials went so far as to test
the air on lab mice.
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10-Year-Old
Gives Birth
A 10-year-old girl has given
birth in Southern Spain. The
father of the child is also
a minor; consequently, his
and the mother’s names are
not released. The mother is
of Romanian origin; Spanish
authorities are deciding
whether to let her and her
family keep the baby.

MSUM
Briefs
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Security Update
Interim Director of Campus Security

Mitch Osland

FIT the movie
Please join us for this free
screening of “FIT” on Friday,
Nov. 5 at 6 p.m. in Weld
Auditorium. “FIT” is an
energetic and passionate film
following a group of secondary
students in a hip-hop dance class
and in a world where anything
negative is “gay” and boys and
girls have to act in certain ways.
Chris Gibbons, Stonewall’s
Senior Education Officer,
said: “Overwhelming positive
response to “FIT” as a touring
play, from pupils and teachers
alike, convinced us that a
feature film would help every
secondary school in Britain to
challenge homophobic bullying.
Teachers are still ill-equipped
and unsure of how to deal with
gay issues in their classrooms.”
Writer and director of “FIT”
Rikki Beadle-Blair said: “When
on tour I would ask the kids
how many people thought
homosexuality was wrong. In
every single school the vast
majority, about 80 percent,
would put their hands up. But
kids would come up after the
performance and say quite
openly. I walked into this room
homophobic and will leave it a
changed person.”
“FIT” will move you, move
you to action, move you to
respond. It may even move you
to dance.
Here’s a link to the trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_mtG2GR_lf4.

An odor of marijuana in
Nelson was reported on Oct. 26.
Residents cited were referred to
Campus Judicial for narcotics
offense.
Two individuals were referred
to Campus Judicial for narcotics
violation in Ballard on Oct. 26.

A male fled when approached
outside West Snarr on Saturday
The individual was later
apprehended by Public Safety and
issued a minor in consumption
ticket by the Moorhead Police
Department. He was then referred
to Campus Judicial.

Vandalism to a sign was
reported in Lot P on Oct. 28.

A possibly intoxicated male
fled from Public Safety outside
Holmquist on Sunday. He was
later seen entering his vehicle and
driving away. Moorhead Police
Department was called and later
located and arrested the male
off campus. The individual was
referred to Campus Judicial.

A male was cited in Lot P by
the Moorhead Police Department
for minor in consumption on
Saturday. The individual was
referred to Campus Judicial.

The
Moorhead
Police
Department cited a male for
minor in consumption in Nelson
on Sunday. The individual was
referred to Campus Judicial.

Veterans
appreciation

Oscar Flores
named presidentelect of economics
association

An intoxicated non-student was
located by Center for Arts on Oct.
27. Moorhead Police Department
responded and transported the
male to Detox.

MSUM would like to honor
our veterans for their devoted and
brave service to our country. Stop
by the Veteran’s Resource Center
located in Owens 215 between 8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Veteran’s
Day, Nov. 11 for cookies, cider
and camaraderie. Veterans are
welcome to pick up a lapel pin
at the CMU, the Physical Plant,
the Office of the President or the
Veteran’s Resource Center.

Oscar Flores, Economics,
has been named Presidentelect of the Missouri Valley
Economics Association.
The MVEA was established
in 1963 and boasts members
from all 50 states and many
foreign countries. Flores
will serve as President-elect
until October 2011 and then
as President in charge of
organizing the program of
the 2012 annual conference
to be held in Memphis, Tenn.
The annual conferences are
normally attended by 200
economists with about 160
papers presented.
Previously, Flores has
served as director and vice
president of the organization.

A&E
MEISA’s music industry summit bigger and better
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BY CHARLY HALEY
Copy Editor

The fourth MSUM Music
Industry Summit will be held on
Nov. 11.
This year the Music Industry
Summit will focus on the
promotional aspect of the music
industry. The speakers scheduled
are the founder of Jade Presents
in Fargo, Jade Nielson and the
producer and creator of the Vans
Warped Tour, Kevin Lyman.
The musical performance will
feature Minneapolis-based poppunk band Quietdrive with local
band At the Emporium as the

Thursday, Nov. 4, 2010

opening act.
“The summit allows students to
get up close and to interact with toplevel music industry professionals,”
said music professor Simon Rowe,
Ph. D. He coordinated the summit
with professor Ryan Jackson,
students Seth Stoxen and Jack
Stenerson and members of the
Music Entertainment and Industry
Students Association and the
Dragon Entertainment Group.
“It’s to give insight to our music
industry students, giving them a
chance to hear from professionals
out in the working world, aside
from their regular classroom

teachers,” said David Kolar, music
industry student and vice president
of MEISA.
While the summit is primarily
directed toward music industry
students, all of the events are open
to the public and anyone who is
interested is encouraged to attend.
“It’s open to everyone,” Kolar
said. “They’re brought in so that the
industry students can have access
to that, but anyone is welcome to
come. We’d love to see as many
people there as we can to support
those speakers coming in and the
band.”
As an event, the Music Industry

Paranormal Activity 2 falls short

BY LAURELLEE LOFTSGARD
Staff Writer

With a larger budget and
more room for creativity,
“Paranormal Activity 2” was
rumored to be one of the
scariest movies of the year.
Unfortunately, it did not make
the cut.
“Paranormal Activity 2” was
made to be the prequel to the
first movie which was one of
the scariest movies of last year.
It starts out with a cute,
relatable family with a newborn
baby, Hunter. One night, the
family comes home to an

apparent “break-in” and the
next day they set up security
cameras all around the house to
ensure their safety.
The movie jumps ahead to
when Hunter is 1 year old and
the mom, Kristi’s sister Katie
and her boyfriend Micah (the
couple from the first Paranormal
Activity movie) come to visit
the family. They hint toward
weird stuff happening.
The characters experience
random loud bangs, the baby’s
door opening and closing, the
dog barking at a seemingly
empty room and pots and pans
falling from the overhang
holding them.

There are random and
unrelated parts where the pool
cleaner mysteriously comes
out of the pool every night
and the dad rigs it to jump
out on its own to prove to his
wife, Kristi, that it’s not some
kind of supernatural power
like she believes. Besides the
humorous break in the story
line, it doesn’t add anything to
the plot.
It’s also weird how this
demon can drag people down
the stairs into the basement,
bite people and severely injure
a dog, but yet can only drag
a baby across the bottom of a
crib and up the side. Watching
that is almost humorous.
The movie keeps audiences
sitting on the edge of their
seats, waiting for something
to happen, and nothing ever
does. The only good thing to
say is that it still had those
creepy effects that everyone
was expecting and that make
people wonder if those little
bumps and creaks everyone
hears in their own houses mean
anything, but that’s about it.
“Paranormal Activity 2”
is interesting for people that
want to know about the history
behind what happened in the
first movie. This mildly scary
prequel is a sad disappointment
considering
how
long
everyone’s been waiting for it.
Loftsgard can be reached
loftsgla@mnstate.edu

Summit seems to be growing.
“I think we’re starting to make
the industry summit a bigger event
to try to draw some more people in
and get some bigger names,” Kolar
said. “In years past we (MEISA)
have done the sound reinforcement
for some of the stuff. This year,
because we have some bigger acts
musically, we are bringing in an
outside sound reinforcement to run
the sound for it.”
“This year having Jade Nielson,
who is the biggest promoter in
our region, is fantastic, and then
having someone that’s working on
the national level, also in the same

business, promotion, is great too,”
Rowe said.
All summit events are free to
MSUM students. The Quietdrive
concert is at 8 p.m. in the CMU
Ballroom. Tickets for the concert
are available at the MSUM box
office. The daytime events are at
the Gaede Stage in the Center for
the Arts. For a full schedule of
the Music Industry Summit events,
contact Rowe at rowesmnb@
mnstate.edu.
Haley can be reached at
haleych@mnstate.edu
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Excuses mean nothing

An open letter to the left

Don’t blame laziness on someone else

BY BEN SAILER
Columnist

Every newspaper runs an editorial about voting on
Election Day. Journalists feel the need to remind the
electorate of their moral responsibility to vote in order
to practice our freedom and support the democratic
process.

Since taking office nearly
two years ago, the Obama
Administration has been able
to take credit for a number of
important legislative milestones.
After
passing
the
most
comprehensive health care reform
enacted in decades, tightening
regulations on Wall Street and
preventing the onset of another
major economic depression, you
would think the Democratic Party
would be pressing on fearlessly
with a full head of steam.
So, why aren’t they?
In the wake of all their
legislative accomplishments,
Democrats have bewilderingly
shied away from aggressively
defending their own agenda. They
have wasted time attempting to
appease Republicans who have
openly made it their strategy
to oppose anything Obama
advocates for, and who have also
done everything in their power
to distort every word the man

But citizens don’t need to be reminded that they’re
living free lives in the wealthiest nation in the world.
And instead of supporting the processes that allowed
them to live these lives, they make excuses in order to
validate their passiveness, laziness or sheer apathy.
It seems like Election Day brings about a mountain
of excuses. Whether it’s “I can’t find my polling place”
or “My permanent address is somewhere else,” the
excuses just pile up when people feel the need to defend
their inaction.
This year’s ballots included some progressive legislation, like California’s Proposition 19, which would
make it legal for adults to possess, smoke and grow
marijuana for recreational purposes. Ballot measures
show how important social advancements are possible,
if only the people get out to the polls and show their
support or opposition.
The excuses this year ranged from obligatory to oneof-a-kind, from “I’m not a Minnesota permanent resident” to “I was going to vote, but then I started watching this PeeWee Herman video.”
Here’s the simple truth: making excuses means you
know you did something wrong. You feel the need to
stand up for yourself because things didn’t happen the
way they should have, but it’s always easier to place
the blame on something or someone else than take any
responsibility.
It’s relatively easy to find a polling place. All it takes
to find a way to vote is a simple Google search and a
minute of reading. Furthermore, MSUM offers an oncampus shuttle to transport individuals interested in
voting to and from polling places.
Making the excuse that voting is a burden means
nothing to someone who has actually voted. They know
how easy it really is and won’t accept the excuses.
If you don’t want to vote, don’t bother to make an
excuse. Just say, “I didn’t vote.” It says enough.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed and
must include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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says. It is like a playground fight
where Democrats have bigger
and better rocks, but are losing
ground anyway because they are
too afraid to fight back.
So, what gives?
If the GOP could defiantly
rally behind President George W.
Bush and his disastrous policies
(and then conveniently ignore his
existence as soon as he became
indefensibly embarrassing), there
is no reason why Democrats
should be apologizing to anyone
for their votes on health care,
TARP or anything else Obama
has done that has been to the
public’s benefit. While the
country still has a long way to go
to fully recover from the recession
(and getting there will take more
patience than most people have),
Democrats should be working
harder to demonstrate to the
public how their achievements
have been beneficial rather than
ducking under misdirected rightwing angst.
There should not be a better
time than now to be a Democrat.

They took over the presidency
after Bush ran the country into
the ground and held commanding
majorities in Congress while the
GOP has been busy ripping itself
in two between the mainstream
party faithful and the Tea Party.
Due to a perceived lack of selfconfidence, however, Democrats
have allowed themselves to be
out-messaged by a recalcitrant
minority party, squandering
a perfect situation with every
possible advantage.
Should Obama fail to win
reelection in 2012, it will not
be because America didn’t
have a taste for his liberalism,
but because sometimes acting
confident unfortunately works
better on people than actually
making smart choices. This is a
lesson Republicans know well,
and Democrats should be taking
notes from.
Sailer can be reached at
sailerbe@gmail.com

Confessions of a single man
BY ROSS PETERSON
Columnist

Sure, the economic recession may have passed, but we are only entering a new, hybrid form of a
recession; one that is to be far worse than the original. This new recession will hit single men in their
early twenties and its effects will be devastating. Single men are now being forced to live alone without a
companion, condemned to call their pillow “little spoon,” and forced to watch in agony as other men and
women hold hands.
Over-exaggeration aside, single men are facing newer and tougher challenges in their conquest of
girlfriends; and no, that is not an exaggeration. Technology, while helpful and efficient, is unfortunately
doing its part in making it more difficult than helpful to find single women. In its early days, Facebook
had a convenient search filter where you can click a person’s relationship status, and it will show all of
your friends sorted by their status, whether single or “tainted.” After reports of petty “privacy concerns,”
the back-stabbing, hypocritical swine that is Mark Zuckerburg quietly removed the feature, to the distaste
of many. What was one of the most helpful features of a social networking site founded upon the principle
of finding women was now rendered a faint longing memory.
Women now place men in the fiery pits of hell known as the friend zone simply for Facebook IMing.
Men can’t even text on the phone to a girl without being thrown into the hole. Men have to work harder,
faster and better than ever before to win a women’s heart. And women have become greedier, with
expectations even higher. The bar is set at astronomical levels where men have to give up everything
they’re doing to tend to every want and need of their significant other. The dating game has become an
enormous, worrisome time-sink that men are forever obliged to fill. A 24-hour work-shift day in and day
out where men tediously plan exactly how far they can go to make sure this woman is rightfully claimed
as their match made in heaven.
But it’s not just the man’s side that is failing in this recession. Women couldn’t care less about this
plight. Women don’t have to do the work. They sit and wait like a deer hunter in their nest, ever vigilant
and sitting pretty until the prey is suckered into the ultimate trap.
The scale is unbalanced. The tide has shifted. The tables have turned. But women of the world, there is
something you can do to end this recession. Please, make an effort to reach out to men, to the nice ones, the
ones who will always be there with you. Replace that pillow. Look deep inside you and know that single
men need love and compassion, too. And don’t forget, little spoon isn’t just for women.
Peterson can be reached at petersonro@mnstate.edu
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Science activism
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Coming out
and being there
BY TARA SCHUELLER
Columnist

I’ve always believed that we can learn from stories. After all, why
keep telling them if they don’t bring about anything productive? The
story I wish to share with you today is partly my own, but is a common
experience and one that I think people should know about; something
that people should pass on and keep with them in the back of their
minds.
I used to be very religious. Not so much in a devout way, but the
congregation was like a second family to me. I loved the church, I
loved the people, and while I hated getting up early on Sundays, I did
it anyway. The pastor there was a good man in an older brother sort
of way and I trusted him and considered him a friend. So when I, a
13-year-old girl at the time, told him I was attracted to other girls, I
expected something reassuring to come of it.
“Don’t worry,” he said calmly. “I know a good psychiatrist.”
Shocked didn’t cover it. I didn’t want to hear that at all. I didn’t
want to hear I had to go to some doctor to get “fixed.” The only thing
I wanted to hear was, “Don’t worry. That’s not a disease.”
To those of you who have experienced it, you’ll know these words
to be true: coming out is scary and the better you know someone the
harder it is to tell them. Inwardly, we have to fight very hard to find
ourselves. Outwardly, we have to fight against the rejection and the
hatred of others.
A long and arduous process wouldn’t even begin to describe what
I went through before the next time I was able to come out to another
adult. When I did though it was to my high school counselor. She was
a woman I barely knew but I was at such a low point in my life I didn’t
care what happened anymore. If she were to tell me I had some sort
of illness at least our relationship wouldn’t suffer for the heartbreak
it caused. But when I told her she just looked at me calmly and said,
“It’s okay. That isn’t something to be ashamed of.”
There is nothing wrong with me. I am not sick. I am not perverted.
I am not going through a “phase.” I’ve long since come out to my
parents and while it was rocky at first, I knew who I was and I wasn’t
going to change that just to please someone else.
As we grow older and see more things, it is my hope that the people
in this world will gain compassion. People have different values and
different ideas. New friends will constantly surprise you; strange
people in your class, people you live with, work with, and talk with.
Every person you meet from this moment on will teach you humanism
and small worlds give way to broader horizons.
If you find yourself in a situation where someone you care about
chooses to open their hearts to you, know this: the person who was
your childhood friend, your son or your daughter, sister or brother,
is still that very same person. They haven’t changed so don’t change
your opinion of them. If you care about them, don’t make them scared
to tell you things. We do not choose to be gay, but we do choose whom
we tell. Please do not make us regret confiding in you.
For more advice on what to do if someone comes out to you, please
visit the Rainbow Room in the CMU. Thanks for reading, stay curious!

BY MATT LECH
Columnist

Climate change deniers get a lot
of flack for being closed-minded,
ideologically blinded polar bear
killers. While this is completely
accurate, climate deniers are
only one group that is working
to burn us all alive. Misguided
environmental activists are every
bit as unhelpful.
There is far too much hysterical
shrieking among those of us who
(rightfully) accept the consensus
reached among climatologists.
To be sure, we need to act and the
Tea Party movement is annoying.
However,
global-warming
alarmism is clearly not getting
through to them. We should
move forward and leave them
to throw their tantrums amongst
themselves.
But unpersuasive shrieking is far
from the only problem presented
by so-called environmentalists.
While touting a scientific
consensus, they readily ignore
science that doesn’t mesh with
their own ideology.
Nuclear energy is the most
unfortunate casualty of this.
Organizations like Greenpeace
take extreme anti-nuclear stances
that are based on fanatical
stupidity and are profoundly
counterproductive.
Says Greenpeace, “We’ve
heard about Three Mile Island
and Chernobyl and know that
accidents can happen anywhere.”

Schueller can be reached at schuelleta@mnstate.edu
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Terrifying, no? Greenpeace’s
knowledge of nuclear energy
comes from many hours spent
studying the intro to “The
Simpsons.”
The fact is, current reactor
technology makes Chernobylstyle meltdowns impossible;
reactors have been developed to
shut down in case of emergency
and produce little to no waste.
The reactor in Chernobyl
was laughably outdated, and
Greenpeace shows its ignorance
and dishonesty by using it in its
fear-mongering.
If it wasn’t for the environmental
paranoia propelled by groups like
Greenpeace, these technologies
would be fully developed and
powering my iMac right now.
Instead, we remain reliant on
coal and oil while we wait on solar
and wind technologies that aren’t
yet close to picking up the slack.
Thanks for that, hippies. Now
tens of thousands of us die from
lung cancer each year. “Even
taking the maximum predicted
death toll from Chernobyl, we
would need a Chernobyl-sized
accident every three weeks to
make nuclear power as deadly
as coal and oil already is,” says
Brian Dunning of skeptoid.com.
I certainly don’t know
everything about climate science
and nuclear engineering. I do
know that climate change

shouldn’t be a vehicle for us
liberals to stretch our anticorporate and anti-establishment
muscles. If we believe science
when it tells us that we are
changing the climate, we should
believe it when it tells us what to
do about it.
Yet we’d rather do things
that make us feel good about
ourselves, evidence be damned.
Damn the evidence that shows
“organic” foods aren’t any
healthier. Question the energy
efficiency of “buying local” or
certain recycling programs and
you’re likely to be burned at the
stake, even though there are valid
concerns about each. They are
what is called “sacred cows.”
We’ve become far too
emotionally involved in issues
that very few of us, myself
included, have the time to fully
understand. I hate to say this,
but all we can do is constantly
evaluate our views and educate
ourselves. If we really want to
quell climate change, we need
to stop shrieking and allow the
scientific community to do its
job. I’m hopeful that climate
deniers will pull their collective
head out of the sand once we set
a rational example.
Lech can be reached at
lechma@mnstate.edu

Comic by Tate Mlady

We now offer
computer repair services.
Call now to inquire about:

- Virus & Spyware removal
- Hardware upgrades
- Software troubleshooting
- Home networking setup
- Free Consultaion
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Spring break tour heads to Galapagos Islands
Where: Galapagos

Islands, Quito, Otavalo

Dates: March 11-20
(spring break)

Cost: $3,700 (includes
round-trip airfare,
hotels, meals, tours,
registration)

For more
information: Info

session Thursday, Nov.
4 at 6 p.m. in MacLean
274

Contact: Dr. Mafla-

Bustamante at
cmafla@mnstate.edu or
218.477.4055
BY RACHEL LEINGANG
Editor

This spring break, MSUM
students have the opportunity to
visit one of the world’s most
protected and incomparable
places – the Galapagos Islands.
Dr. Cecilia Mafla-Bustamante
of the Spanish department will be
leading a tour to Ecuador, making
stops at Quito, the famous Indian
market at Otavalo and finally, the
islands of Santa Cruz, Seymour
North, Floreana and Isabela in the
Galapagos.
“It’s a place that will interest
not only people who speak
Spanish, but biologists and
people who are interested in the
culture of Latin America,” MaflaBustamante said.

Submitted Photo

Isla Santa Fe, Galapagos

Mafla-Bustamante
chose
the Galapagos as the site for
a tour because of its one-of-akind natural life and historical
importance, but she also has a
personal connection to the area.
“I’m one of the few
Ecuadorians who lived in the
Galapagos Islands,” she said. “I
lived there for two years while
my dad worked for the Navy. I
was 12-14 years old when I lived
there. It was such a spectacular
and amazing experience that I
always dreamed of going back.”
Mafla-Bustamante returned to
the Galapagos in 1988 with her
daughters.
“It was different to see it from
a tourist point of view because
when I lived there, I was one of
the natives,” she said. “I wanted

to go with my kids, and when I
did, I was able to see more of the
islands. With this experience, I
thought, well, maybe I will lead
a tour to the Galapagos Islands.”
Since the Galapagos are a
protected heritage site, tourist
traffic is limited to a certain
number each day in order to
preserve the nature. By visiting
the islands, students will have the
advantage of seeing unspoiled
habitats and little-seen species,
like the Blue-footed Booby, the
frigate bird and Galapagos giant
tortoise.
“It’s also important because
of the ecotourism,” MaflaBustamante said. “The tourists
that go to the Galapagos learn to
respect nature since the guides
really organize the tours so that

you’re not just going and messing
up the environment.”
Including the Otavalo market
in the itinerary will allow students
to see a slice of life for traditional
Indian artisans.
“They sell tapestries, food that
they have harvested that morning,
jewelry, ponchos,” MaflaBustamante said. “And it’s just
a huge square where you can be
overwhelmed by the colors.”
The total cost of the trip is
$3,700, which includes roundtrip tickets, hotels, meals, tours,
health insurance and registration
fees. Accommodations are safe
hotels in safe areas of town.
Spanish language proficiency
is not necessary, as all guides
will speak English, but would be
helpful for talking to locals and

visiting the markets. Ecuadorian
currency is the U.S. dollar, so no
currency exchanges are needed.
The trip consists of the actual
tours in Ecuador, as well as a
class, Spanish 390, that will meet
nine times before the departure
and once after. The preview
classes will teach students the
geography and culture of the
areas to be visited.
The tour currently has six
participants and needs at least 10
in order to continue. The limit is
15 participants and it is open to
the community.

Leingang can be reached at
leingara@mnstate.edu

Despite concerns, students continue donating plasma
BY DANIELLE VOIGT
Copy Editor

When put in plain terms, the
plasma donation process could be
considered a bit gory.
The donor chooses which
arm wants to play victim in this
commendable act and then it
begins. Arm rubbed down with
rank-smelling iodine, a fairlylarge needle inserted into the
vein, blood sucked out by an
automated machine, plasma
separated and drained into what
looks like a water bottle, then
blood shoots back up the tube
into the donor’s vein.
To some, the thought of
donating plasma is unbearable,
but to others, it is standard
routine. Many college students
donate plasma. According to
information received from
biolifeplasma.com, between 15
and 60 percent of total donors are
students depending on location.

Students earn extra cash
Plasma donation has become a
common way of money-making
for students in the F-M area.
Amber Brockopp estimated that
college students make up about
40-60 percent. She worked as a
medical historian at the Fargo
Biolife.
Donors are allowed to donate
up to twice a week with a payout

of $20 then $35 the second time,
Samantha Oak said, a senior at
MSUM.
I’ve paid for a full trip with
my money, Mark Radcliffe said.
Radcliffe is a donor and student
at MSUM.

Donating has drawbacks
One fairly common occurrence
during donation is needle
adjustment.
If the needle doesn’t get stuck
in the vein properly it has to be
adjusted, said Brockopp.
“It hurt like hell,” Radcliffe
said. “She moved it and put
two holes in my vein. I was
screaming.”
Brockopp said “misticks
happen a lot; you got a new
phlebotomist out there or
someone who is not hydrated
and warm, winter is really bad
because it’s cold out and peoples’
veins are freezing.”
“I like donating in the summer
because your car gets really hot
so then I sit in there and get all
comfy,” Oak said.
Oak is referring to the chilling
effect of the saline. Saline is
at room temperature so when it
goes in your vein you get cold,
Brockopp said.
“You are really cold after
because all your plasma is gone
and it’s just saline,” Radcliffe
said.

Sarah Donahue, a junior
at MSUM passed out while
donating.
“All of a sudden it happened,”
she said. “I was sitting next to my
friend; I don’t ever want to do it
again.”
Radcliffe said he also has a
metal taste after the first run
when the blood is going back into
his vein.
Going through the donation
process gives the donors some
extra cash and a peace of mind.
“I do it primarily for the extra
money but it is nice to know that
you are helping people out, too,”
Radcliffe said. “It’s a win-win
situation.”

Plasma used in saving lives
Plasma is used in products that
can save lives. It is used for
people suffering from hemophilia,
immune system deficiencies
and burn victims according to
biolifeplasma.com.
Brockopp said you really are
saving lives. Plasma cannot be
created in a lab so it is worth a
lot of money. She said that each
bottle of plasma is worth about
$1,000.
“Baxter
is
a
huge
pharmaceutical company (so)
you knew you had job security
because people need it (plasma)
and people need the money from
donating so it’s such a win-win

situation,” Brockopp said.
Biolife Plasma Services is part
of Baxter Healthcare Corporation,
retrieved from biolifeplasma.com

Biolife creates mixed feelings
“It (Biolife) was really clean,”
Radcliffe said. “I thought it was
going to be a lot more sketchy
(but) everyone was very helpful
and comforting. Besides it being
a refrigerator in there it is very
nice.”
Oak said she feels comfortable
at Biolife. The employees treat her
with respect and are very friendly.
Radcliffe agrees that the staff is
helpful and makes you feel safe
and comfortable. Biolife centers
meet the requirements of various
organizations including the FDA,
Plasma Protein Therapeutics
Association, U.S. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
and the Environmental Protection
Agency.
Brockopp said she went
through a lot of training regulated
by the FDA for her job.
Kayla Beehler, regional
marketing representative of
Biolife Plasma Services said, “I
don’t feel comfortable answering
those kinds of questions,” when
asked if phlebotomists receive
background checks.
She also said that all the
training is done on-site and that
“Baxter and BioLife Plasma

Services are committed to the
highest standards of safety and
employ numerous measures from
training to donor selection to
ensure the safety of its donors
and its products.”
Jeremy Knutson has had a
contradictory experience at
Biolife. “Some of the ladies don’t
seem professional, but you do
what you gotta do for money,”
Knutson said. “At least pretend
you know what you are doing,
they seemed nervous.”
Brockopp
agrees
with
Knutson regarding the level of
professionalism at the Biolife
Plasma centers.
She said she felt that she wasn’t
treated fairly and worked really
hard but didn’t get promoted.
She thought there were a lot
of cliques and if you sucked
up to the manager you would
get promoted, if you were the
manager’s friend, you would get
a job.
“A lot of the women’s jobs got
to their heads,” Brockopp said.
“I don’t mind doing my job but
if you’re above me you should be
showing an example, not bossing
people around,” Brockopp said.
“Or not telling people what to do
and doing nothing yourself.”
All said and done, donating is
beneficial to society by saving
lives daily.
Voigt can be reached at
voigtda@mnstate.edu
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Association of Nurses recognizes MSUM professor, graduate
BY CHARLY HALEY
Copy Editor

MSUM graduate Dr. Brian
Goodroad and MSUM professor
Dr. Tracy Wright were recently
awarded article of the year
from the Association of Nurses
in AIDS Care for an article
that they co-authored for the
Journal of the Association of
Nurses in AIDS Care.
Goodroad is a 2009 graduate
of MSUM’s Doctor of Nursing
Practice Program, which is a
collaborative program offered
between MSUM, Metropolitan
State University, Winona State
University and Minnesota State
University Mankato. Wright is
a professor for the program at

MSUM. Goodroad was in the
first graduating class of the
doctoral program and is now
teaching for the program at
Metropolitan State.
The article selected as
JANAC article of the year was
written as part of Goodroad’s
evidence-based
capstone
project, which is the final
component of the doctoral
program.
“(The article) is a summary
manuscript of the entire
project,” Goodroad said. He
is the primary author of the
article. Wright is the secondary
author and Dr. Frank Rhame
of the Abbott Northwestern
Infectious Disease Clinic in
Minneapolis is the third author.

ARO provides answers for
undecided major students
BY LAURELLEE LOFTSGARD
Staff Writer

For students without a major,
a path or a clue, the Academic
Resource Office is trying to
provide answers.
There is now a major of the
month on the bulletin board
outside the ARO.
On the 15th of each month
they put up a new major and
information that helps students
learn more about it. It shows
what jobs are compatable with
that major, what courses should
be taken, related organizations
on campus, and interviews from
students who are studying it.
This month ARO is featuring
the criminal justice major. In
the student interviews they ask
questions like who their favorite
teacher in that area is, what their
favorite classes are and what
type of people would likely be
interested in that major.
On Oct. 27, the ARO also held a
Major Exploration Extravaganza
which was just like the major of
the month bulletin board brought
to life.

There, students could learn
about the different majors
MSUM offers and could ask
different faculty members’ and
students’ questions. And with 89
different majors featured, it made
it a lot easier for everyone to
find something they might be
interested in.
It also held a couple of
workshops to help people figure
out what direction they wanted to
take with choosing a major.
One of the workshops was
“How do I know what major is
right for me?” and the other was
“Does Major Really = Career?”
Their goal was to help students
figure out what they should look
for in themselves while looking
for a prospective major, and once
decided on a major, how to use
those skills learned to head in the
right direction.
So, be sure to be looking out
for the different majors being
featured on the bulletin board
each month. A future calling
could be found while walking
to class.
Loftsgard can be reached at
loftsgla@mnstate.edu

Goodroad said a lot of the
passion behind the project came
from an experience he had in
nursing before he entered the
doctoral program at MSUM.
He worked with an HIV patient
whose kidneys were suffering
due to the virus but were not
properly treated.
“I had some interest in
looking at how we should care
for people with HIV, related
specifically to making sure that
their kidneys stay healthy or
trying to find any dysfunction
in those kidneys early. And so
I thought, we could be doing
something better in the way we
provide care,” Goodroad said.
Both Wright and Goodroad
said that a unique aspect to the

project is that it focuses less
on just research and more on
actual nursing practice.
“It’s exciting that it’s a
clinical article,” Goodroad said.
Goodroad said that the article is
the first JANAC article of the
year with a clinical emphasis,
meaning that it is less original.
“It
was
selected
for
publication which in and of
itself is an honor,” Wright said,
“and then up against all the
other experts of the field in the
whole nation who got through
that first step of having their
work published, Brian was
selected against all of those
others for this very prestigious
honor.”
“Although this was my idea,”

Goodroad said, “we three
(Goodroad, Wright and Rhame)
worked very closely together
in making this happen, Tracy
and I especially in writing
the article. It was definitely a
group effort and I would say a
much better product because of
us three working together.”
As primary author, Goodroad
will present the contents of
the award-winning article at a
national JANAC conference.
He also will receive a $250
award to put toward another
research project.

Haley can be reached at
haleych@mnstate.edu

Skaters win silver in Sioux City

Melissa Muehlbauer / The Advocate

The FM Derby Girls took 2nd place in the Rolling Along the River 3 tournament in Sioux City, Iowa. The team has
a bout this Saturday at the Civic Center at 7 p.m. Non-perishable food donations will be accepted for the Cass Clay
County Backpack Program at the bout.

The Yellow Bicycle short of funding, donations accepted
BY MEGAN BLUML
Staff Writer

It’s a unique piece of literature:
a one page journal consisting of
a variety of works, from book
reviews to poetry.
The Yellow Bicycle is a
journal consisting of work from
MSUM students and professors,
as well as members of the local
community. The creation of
The Yellow Bicycle began fall
semester of 2009 when editor,

Adam Heidebrink proposed
the idea at a Sigma Tau Delta
meeting. Sigma Tau Delta is
an English club. He proposed
the idea of an open-submission
creative writing journal and the
idea went from there. The name,
The Yellow Bicycle was thought
of also at the meeting.
“From that point on, The
Yellow Bicycle had a purpose,
one that metaphorically parallels
the intent of real yellow bicycles,
which are publicly owned

Advocate file photo

Adam Heidebrink, editor of the weekly online journal, The Yellow Bicycle.

bicycles for free and open use.
Similarly, The Yellow Bicycle
creative and critical writing
micro-journal remains free and
open to the public. Anybody
can hop on bored, and join the
creation process,” Heidebrink
said.
The Yellow Bicycle is a
popular way for writers to get
their work out there and read.
In fact, over 80 individuals have
been published in the journal.
While most of these writers
remain local, there has been
work submitted from as far away
as Canada and even England.
Anyone is eligible to submit
a piece of work to The Yellow
Bicycle. There are four general
forms that the journal accepts:
essays, prose/flash fiction,
poetry and book reviews. Essays
and prose should stay within 300
to 700 words in length. Poetry
should not be longer than 40
lines and book reviews should
stay within 40 to 80 words in
length. Length is a concern for
this journal due to the fact that
it is a single-page publication.
All work must be submitted
typed and proof-read, and then

the document can be attached to
an email and sent to submit@
theyellowbicycle.com. These
submission guidelines are also
available on their website,
www.theyellowbicycle.com.
Being a journal consisting of
short reads, The Yellow Bicycle
attracts many who enjoy reading
literature, but might not have as
much time as they would like.
“The
primary
audience
consists of college students and
professors who are very busy and
don’t always get the opportunity
to read as much as they like;
however, The Yellow Bicycle
is short enough that it can be
read in those idle minutes before
class,” Heidebrink said, “The
variety of content also keeps
the audience interested in the
publication.”
The Yellow Bicycle is
made possible by community
involvement, meaning that
it receives its funds from
donations.
“The Yellow Bicycle is
currently $200 short of its annual
cost, which would support the
publication through spring
semester,” Heidebrink said. Any

donations may be brought to the
office in Weld Hall.
Every Monday, the journal is
distributed and can be found
in a few locations throughout
campus including the CMU,
Café Connection, the library
circulation desk and Weld
Hall. However, only 100 copies
of the journal are printed per
week, which is another unique
characteristic of The Yellow
Bicycle. The purpose of this is to
encourage readers to pass those
copies around. Each copy should
have had several readers before
the end of the week, hence the
name, The Yellow Bicycle. The
journal can also be read online.
In the future, Heidebrink hopes
that the publication can reach
a larger population of readers.
Some people in Minneapolis
have begun to read the journal,
and he hopes it can continue to
spread to other communities as
well. Another hope is that, one
day, The Yellow Bicycle goes
tri-college.
Bluml can be reached at
blumlme@mnstate.edu
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Hot Heads’ new owner, price ROTC trains students
decreases draw more students for leadership roles
BY JESSI NEELS-ERICKSON
Staff Writer

Chris Franz / Photo Editor

Social work and women’s studies major Kathryn Troxel gets her hair cut and styled by Pam John at Hot Heads Hair and
Tanning, which is located in the CMU.
BY JENESSA MCALLISTER
Copy Editor

With competitive prices,
a convenient location and
friendly staff, Hot Heads Salon
and Tanning offers more than
haircuts.
Hot Heads offers services that
are popular among students, as
well as services that may not be
as familiar.
Haircuts,
tanning
and
manicures remain popular, but
several new services, like ear
candling have been added to
the list.
Melissa Greene, the salon’s
new owner, is working to
increase awareness and expand
clientele.
“My main focus is to get
the word out that we’re here,
we’re open when we say we’re
going to be and we offer lots of

services,” Greene said. “We’re
willing to bend over backwards
to make everybody happy.”
Due to health issues, the
previous owner of Hot Heads
occasionally had to cancel
appointments and close the
salon, something Greene plans
to avoid.
“I’ve heard from people
before that every time they
stopped the store was either
busy, booked or closed, and
we don’t want that to happen,”
Greene said. “I want to keep
people coming in the doors.”
Although students make up
a majority of the clients who
visit Hot Heads, Greene said
occasionally others from off
campus pay visits.
“Sometimes we get referrals,
friends or previous clients in,”
Greene said. “But mostly we
get students and faculty from

campus.”
Hot Heads Salon and
Tanning is located in the lower
level of the CMU, and is open
Monday-Wednesday from 10
a.m.-6 p.m., Thursday from 10
a.m.-7 p.m. and Friday from 10
a.m.-5 p.m.
McAllister can be reached at
mcallistje@mnstate.edu

The Reserve Officers’
Training Corps is a leadership
program that is also part of
the college curriculum.
Sophomore and physical
education major Cody Pittman
joined the ROTC because he
always wanted to be in the
military, but he wanted to go
to college as well. The ROTC
was the best way for Pittman
to do both.
As a scholarship recipient,
Pittman is able to attend
school and have the Army pay
for it. Though not sure where
he wants to end up when he
graduates, Pittman has the
option of joining the Active
Army, Army National Guard,
or the Army Reserves.
“We train leaders,” Major
Scott Ewen said. Freshmen
and sophomores are allowed
to take the leadership classes
and training without the
commitment.
“These classes teach you
how to handle things, how
to react in a professional
manner,” he said.
Ewen also pointed out a
hands-on approach to teaching
leadership. Seniors work on
the planning and training
during field exercises, and
juniors are allowed to teach
the freshmen and sophomore
classes. This allows the

juniors and seniors to pass
down
their
experiences
as well as work on their
leadership skills.
The ROTC “challenges me
to work harder in my other
classes,” said senior Carmen
Parsley, a nursing student.
“It’s taught me to step up
to do more things,” and has
given her more opportunities
than she feels she would have
just being a college student.
Parsley joined the ROTC
a little over a year ago for
the experience and service
aspects, but also for job
security. She would like to
be stationed at a hospital
working in obstetrics and
gynecology. She pointed out
that she will have a good
chance of obtaining that
position, unlike friends of
hers who either cannot find a
job, or cannot get the position
they want.
Though both Pittman and
Parsley say that the ROTC
is a time commitment which
teaches you time management
skills, they agree the program
has been a lot of fun.
“Like anything, it is what
you make of it,” they said.
“We make it fun.”
Neels-Erickson can be reached at
neelsje@mnstate.edu
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Non-traditonal students
find their own way
BY KELSEY ROSETH
Staff Writer

Shane Maland knows worrying
about the small stuff is a waste of
time. Even if he wanted to, the
print journalism and documentary
photography major rarely has
time to worry. He has all the
priorities of an average college
student (class, homework, family
and friends), with one additional
responsibility that far surpasses
the others.
Maland and his wife,
Cassandra, were blessed with a
baby boy, Harrison, four months
ago. Harrison has brought
a great amount of joy to their
lives, but has also packed their
schedules a little tighter. Maland
and Cassandra are both fulltime students at MSUM. Also,
Cassandra works three nights a
week and practices professional
photography on the side. Add
that to the mass amounts of
homework they both have, plus
family responsibilities, and their
life starts to sound jam-packed.
“You have to know that it’s
not going to be like this forever,”
Maland said. “In a few months, it
will all be fine.”
This
is
their
first
semester managing so many
responsibilities. Maland says
things are going really well, and
that MSUM faculty has been
compassionate.
“Most (professors) have kids
themselves so they understand,”
he said. “There is no special
treatment but they know what is
going on. They can relate to it,”
he said.
Maland and Cassandra have
worked out a system so that while
one of them is in class, the other
is available to watch Harrison.
Maland decided to quit his job to
spend time with his newborn, and
joked about how he has the easy
side of things.
“I go to school and watch
Harrison,” Maland said. “I get to
take care of him while she makes
all of the money.”
However, schedules do clash,
and for 12 hours a week the baby
spends time at a friend’s daycare.
“I think that daycare is a good
thing,” Maland said. “It’s good
to have Harrison meet other kids
his age and even two-and threeyear-olds. Rather than just be

home with she and I every day,
he can learn how to be social.”
Between high costs, waiting
lists, and choosing the right place
for the baby, finding daycare can
be a nightmare for any parent.
Maland says that if Harrison
were older and didn’t already
have daycare, MSUM’s Early
Education Center would have
been a good option.
“It would be fine at MSUM,
and it would help because we
could bring him to campus and
leave with him. But they only
take older kids,” he said. “It was
nice to know the home daycare
provider, and Harrison loves her.”
Lacey Saga, Director of the
Early Education Center, said their
daycare offers an extra option for
students juggling their education
and family life.
“It is nice that we are right
on campus so (the parents) can
check on their kid in between
classes, and just buzz over here
and look,” Saga said. “We have
the observation windows on the
classes and in the gym so they
can check on their kids. They
can see and hear the kids from
the outside the window without
the kid seeing them, which
sometimes causes the kids to get
upset.”
Saga said they focus on getting
the parents involved with one
another, which not only forms
bonds through the daycare but
through other non-traditional
students on campus.
“(Parents) know kids from the
daycare, but they do not know
parents, so we try to (plan events)
so parents can get to know each
other, and form friendships that
way,” Saga said.
There are many options for
students who are balancing
families with their education.
Each family is different, and their
ways of attending to all of their
responsibilities varies greatly
from person to person. Either
way, balancing student and home
life is no easy task.
Maland, as well as other
parent-students at MSUM, knows
the importance of managing their
priorities, which means learning
to “not sweat the small stuff.”
Roseth can be reached at
rosethke@mnstate.edu
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A day of heavy metal:
steelbands and gamelans

Submitted Photo

BY SADIE JONES
A&E Editor

Six years ago, Kenyon
Williams,
a
percussion
professor at MSUM, started
Day of Percussion as a handson way of learning different
mediums in percussion for
students and members of the
community. On Saturday, Day
of Percussion will once again
be held on the MSUM campus.
“This is our third Day of
Percussion at MSU,” Williams
said. “Basically what we do
is we bring in guest artists
from around the country from
a variety of disciplines and we
just have a day where we focus
on percussion instruments,
drummers and things like that.”
“In the past we’ve had guys
who are Latin percussion
specials, guys who were
timpanists,” he said. “This year
we decided to focus on the
gamelon, which is a collection
of Indonesian instruments.”
In Indonesian cultures, a
gamelon is viewed as a living

organism. Before the gamelon
at MSUM can perform, it
must be named and blessed by
guest performing artist, Joko
Sutrisno.
“We’re going to focus on
gamelons and steel bands
because we have a steel drum
band ensemble that performs
here as well,” Williams said.
Other guest artists include
steel drum craftsman Darren
Dyke, drum set performer
Chris Hanning and Sumunar,
an Indonesian dance and
singing group.
“We have steel drum bands
from Valley City, Saint Mary’s
high school in Bismarck and
Saint Scholastica college
in Duluth,” Williams said.
“They’re all coming to our
campus and we’re going to do
a mass steel drum performance
with about 65 or so steel drum
performers. We’re all going to
play a couple tunes together,
then a few tunes by ourselves,
and then a few tunes together
with our guest artists. As
far as I can tell it’ll be the

biggest collection of steel drum
performers on stage that we’ve
ever had in the Midwest.”
This event includes clinics
and performances and is
expected to draw a number of
people from MSUM and the
community.
“Usually when we do these
things we’ll have everyone
from elementary school kids
to senior citizens to kind of
observe,” Williams said.
“Some of the clinics will be
hands on, some will be just
sitting and talking about how
to do something. It’s kind of
the educational approach to
things.”
The clinics, which are open
to the public, are from 1 to 6
p.m. with performances at 7:30
p.m.
Admission is $5 for adults,
$3 for students and free for
MSUM students and Percussive
Arts Society members.
Jones can be reached at
jonessad@mnstate.edu

Students Needed
• Assist an adult or child with special needs who live
independently in the community, afternoons, sleep
overnights & e/o weekend
• Great degree experience for Social Work, Psych or
Spec Ed students
• Apply online at www.accessrrv.org
• Saturday and Sunday staff needed. Earn wage plus
differential

Access of the Red River Valley

Go to pracs.com to ﬁnd research studies that best ﬁt your schedule.
We have research studies on weekdays and also weekends. Many
Dermatology studies do not require overnight stays or blood
collections. Many of these research studies you can even be on
certain types of medications. Remember this is Today’s Research
for Tomorrows health care, and now is your chance to make a
diﬀerence and get compensated for your eﬀorts.

pracs.com 1-888-277-7227

403 Center Ave 5th Floor
(US Bank Building)
Moorhead, MN 56560
218-233-3991
EEO/AA Employer

Curr Dr Lic/Ins/Clear background req.
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Tha Lair makes waves on Dragon Radio
Members look to branch out, increase involvement with athletics
BY MICHAEL SMITH
Sports Editor

After completing their first
year on the air, the members
of the only sports talk show on
Dragon Radio look to take it to
the next level.
Tha Lair, a four-person show,
airs Monday and Wednesday
from 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. on
KMSC 1500 AM.
“I think over lunch with the
CMU, probably more people
will be listening to sports than 4
p.m. on a Friday,” Chase Miller
said. “We don’t know if we are
talking to dead air out there, or
if there are 50 students in the
CMU wanting to listen to every
word or thought that we have.”
While gaining experience
with every show, the hosts are
feeling more confident in front
of the microphone.
“Last year there was a lot
more preparation since it was
our first time doing it,” Miller
said. “Slowly but surely, we
know what we are going to talk
about just from the week or
weekend in sports.”
Whenever
something
interesting happens in the world
of sports, it is brought back and
discussed on the air.
“My favorite segment has to
be the segment that we call
‘The Beef,’” Eric Hanson
said. “If someone has a big
problem with something going
on in sports we talk about it and
debate it.”
The radio station didn’t have
a sports show prior to Tha
Lair because the one in place
chose not to talk about MSUM
athletics and was excused from
the station.
“We are a little more
passionate about Dragon sports
than most people,” Hanson said.
“We always have a segment
of the show donated to Dragon
sports,” Miller said. “Then after
that it’s kind of up-in-the-air
what we want to talk about for
that day.”
Each host has their own

Chris Franz / Photo Editor

Chase Miller talks sports during the show he co-hosts on Dragon Radio called Tha Lair that airs Monday and Wednesday on KMSC 1500 AM.

“Right now we are just the radio show...We are looking into
broadcasting some home basketball games and expand our role and
get a little more involved with the athletics department.”
- Eric Hanson
connection to athletics, bringing
something different to the
conversation. Hanson works in
the athletics department, Miller
and Rex Larson participate in
intramurals and Aaron Lund is
on the MSUM track and field
team.
“We all have our various
expertise,” Hanson said.
Outside help from guests and
callers can bring an unexpected
element to the show.
“We are going to try and get
some other coaches (to come

in).” co-host Hanson said. “We
want to get more people in here
than just us. It helps, it makes
the show more interesting.”
The show allows the hosts to
bring up numerous ideas from
the sports world while keeping
MSUM on the front burner.
“(The show) is to inform
people about what is going on
in Dragon sports. Tell them
to get to Nemzek and support
Dragon athletics and support
your teams,” Miller said. “At
the same time, I think it is

just for fun. If we are having
a stressful day, what is better
than to come for an hour and a
half and talk to (the guys) about
any type of sport?”
Hanson and Miller have
plans to branch out of the
show and increase their imprint
on Dragon sports. They are
looking to team up and provide
another option for play-by-play
and commentary for MSUM
athletics.
“Right now we are just the
radio show,” Hanson said. “We
are looking into broadcasting
some home basketball games
and expand our roll and get a
little more involved with the
athletics department.”
The current voice of the

Dragons is Steve D’eustachio
broadcasting on The Eagle
106.9 FM.
“It’s helps us to become
more familiar with what we are
trying to go into with our field,”
Miller said. “At the same time,
it gives MSUM another way
to get sports and athletics out
there. It is another opportunity
for people to listen to a student
point-of-view.”
You can join the fan page for
Tha Lair on Facebook or listen
to them and other shows live at
dragonradio.org.

Smith can be reached at
smithmi@mnstate.edu
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NBA 2K11: ‘worth your time’ Dance club swings weekly

Submitted photo

BY MATTHEW BECKMAN
Multimedia Editor

Developer Visual Concepts
has done the equivalent of
slapping Einstein’s hairy mug
on a physics book by christening
their newest iteration of the
NBA 2K series with basketball
legend Michael Jordan’s image
right on the cover.
NBA 2K11 was released on
Oct. 5 for all major gaming
consoles. The No. 1 rated and
selling NBA video game, a
fitting vessel for His Airness.
The game’s biggest homage to
Jordan is the “Jordan Challenge”
game mode, where you recreate
10 major games in his career.
The game tells you specific stats
of Jordan’s accomplishments in
those games, and if you can
put up the same (ridiculously
high) numbers as Jordan, you’re
rewarded with the ability to use
him in other game modes.
To put up such respectable
numbers will prove difficult,
especially for newcomers.
Visual Concepts has really
improved the player artificial
intelligence in this game, and
with that, the defense won’t let
you march right into the paint
and slam dunk it, as may have
happened in previous iterations.

Advocate
Sports

Along with the ramped up
defensive AI, the game features
a labyrinthine set of controls,
offering players a wide set of
moves to handle any situation,
but as a result of the game’s
enigmatic presentation, good
luck getting them down in any
timely fashion. Players will
have to work hard to make
their court presence respectable.
Practice drills do little to inform
you of how to perform specific
maneuvers, or what individual
buttons do, making for a
game that is deep, but hardly
welcoming to newcomers.
Even navigating the menus to
find the practice drills wasn’t
the most intuitive of affairs.
The main menu stays hidden
until you flick the right analog
stick, which inexplicably brings
up the menu. Compounding
the issue, menu selections and
button explanations are tucked
into the corner of the screen,
scrolling slowly to feature one
button at a time. It’s a shame
that the developers didn’t
utilize the large set of real state
afforded by players’ television
sets.
Despite the presentation and
steep learning curve, there’s no
denying the sparkling polish
of NBA 2K11’s cosmetics.

The character animations are
absolutely stellar, making for
some of the most life-like
movements in any current
sports game. The on-screen
characters move with what
feels like real weight, instead
of zipping along the court like
rabbits in basketball games of
years past. This does lead the
characters to feel like they’re
not going where you want them
to, but after a while you’ll have
it down.
Once players start to get
the controls down, they will
inevitably get sucked into the
game. The tough defense makes
every point feel earned and
keeps the game surprisingly
tense. The smooth television
broadcast quality commentators
and on screen stats add a realistic
presentation to the game.
All of this, along with a robust
online play component, daily
NBA stat updates downloaded
to your game and the ability to
run your own player through
a career, and dozens of other
gameplay modes makes it hard
to deny this technically well
made game.
If you’re not interested in
the NBA, there’s little for
you here. A confusing menu
and user interface, incredibly
steep learning curve, and a
frustratingly hard difficulty will
turn you off.
If you’re an NBA fan, and
haven’t even played a 2K title
before, this game is worth your
time. The amount of content
and depth offered here is vast,
and it’s hard to ignore the fact
it is a technically well made
game, from gameplay depth,
to AI, to the animation and
graphics. It’s about as close
as you’ll get to being Michael
Jordan himself.

BY CRYSTAL SMITH
Staff Writer

There are many options for
MSUM students to choose to do
on a Friday night.
One option is to spend it dancing
to Frank Sinatra and other similar
music with MSUM’s Swing Club.
Every Friday, the club offers a
lesson for beginners to teach them
the basics of swing dance, and an
intermediate lesson to teach other
types of swing for those who have
advanced past the beginner stage.
After the lessons, there is open
dance for people to try new steps
and mingle with fellow swing
dancers.
“Our main goal is to contribute
to the swing scene in FargoMoorhead by improving the skills
of swing dancers and by giving
them opportunity for it. We

Beckman can be reached at
beckmanma@mnstate.edu

The Advocate is looking to do stories featuring people
who participate in non-traditional sports such as:
•Bowling

•Video game competitions

•Boxing

•Auto racing

•Taekwondo

•Horse racing / Equestrian

•Mixed Martial Arts

•Rodeo

•Skateboarding

•Dance

•Curling

•Paint ball

•Snowshoeing

•Archery

•Cross country skiing

•Targetshoting

Please contact sports editor Michael Smith at
smithmi@mnstate.edu if you or someone you know participates
in a non-traditional sport and would be interested in a story.

Donate your plasma to help save the lives of patients worldwide.
Your first week, you can earn $60 for the first donation and $60
for the second donation. Call today for a donation appointment.

Moorhead, MN
(218) 287-2700
www.talecrisplasma.com

Monday and Saturday

Tuesday and Thursday

Wednesday

Friday

8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

6:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

A valid photo I.D. , proof of your current address and your
Social Security or immigration card are required to donate.

Smith can be reached at
smithcr@mnstate.edu

Sporting idea needed

Earn $120 this week

800 Holiday Drive, Suite 140

also want to introduce people to
swing,” said Scott Roepke, the
acting president of Swing Club.
Besides the Friday meetings,
the Swing Club organizes groups
to go to swing workshops, such
as one attended in the cities a
few weeks ago called Swing Du
Nord. They are also trying to put
together a performance group to
do demos for various reasons, one
being promotion of the club.
For anyone interested in
checking out Swing Club, it meets
Friday nights in room 208 in
Nemzek. The intermediate lesson
starts at 7 p.m., and the beginner
starts at 8 p.m. Swing Club
welcomes anyone who wants to
learn how to swing.
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Have you
LAUGHED
yet today?
THE ADVOCATE

CLASSIFIEDS

Services

FREE Pregnancy
testing and confirmation
www.firstchoiceclinic.com
or 701.237.6530

For Rent

Looking for a mature
female roommate to share
a 3 bedroom house with
two other girls, across
the street from MSUM
on 9th ave. Off street
parking, available Dec 1st.
All utilities pd. 315.00
per month. For more
information or to see call
218-493-4382 or 612-8108110.

Reach thousands
of students by
advertising in The
Advocate
Call 218-477-2365
for more information.
OR email
advocate@mnstate.edu

COSMETOLOGY | ESTHETICS | NAIL TECHNOLOGY | MASSAGE THERAPY

DAY & eveninG
courses AvAiLABLe
Financial aid available for students who qualify.

PM
8
•
18
NA

Admissions
Menu of services
$11
701.478.1772 x104 Haircut
Color
$25
Highlights
$35
Appointments
Manicure
$15
Pedicure
$21
701.451.9100
Facial Treatment
$20
www.tspaFargo.com
All services performed by supervised students.
Above starting prices above may vary according
to student level.
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Fajitas, Burritos,
Chimichangas...
ur
On the day of yo
birthday, choose
any entrèe on
our giant menu
for Free*!
*ID required.

801 38th St. South • Fargo
www.paradiso.com
PAR3027

